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Numerousexperimentssuggestthat bubbleformationin water is initiatedby preexistinggas nuclei.This
is unexpected
sincegasphaseslarger than the order of I p,m in radiusoughtto rise to the surfaceof a
standingliquid, whereassmalleronesshoulddissolverapidly via the outwarddiffusionof gas that results

from surfacetension.Severalmechanisms
for stabilizing
gasnucleihavebeenproposed,
but in eachcase
thereis experimental
evidenceto the contrary.In this article,a modelis investigated
in whichstabilityis
maintainedby surface-active
skinsof varyinggas permobility. Data on ultrasoniccavitationand on
bubbleformationby counter-diffusion
indicatethat suchskins,if they exist,must be initially permeable.
Quantitativecomparisonswith bubblecountsobtainedrecentlyfrom supersaturated
gelatin lead to the
furtherconclusion
that nuclearskinsbecomeeffectivelyimpermeable
if the staticpressure
is raisedrapidly
by a sufficientlylarge amount.The surfacearea, length,and energyper akin moleculededucedfrom
thesecomparisons
are remarkablysimilar to thoseof known surfactants,suchas lung extract,leeithin,
and oleyl alcohol.
PACS numbers:43.35.Ei, 43.25.Yw, 47.55.Bx

INTRODUCTION

state of development,"-Is does not provide a satisfac-

Ordinary samples of sea water, tap water, or even
distilled water form visible bubbles when subjected to

supersaturated gelatin. TM

tory explanation of bubble counts made recently in

tensile, ultrasonic, or supersaturation pressures as
small as I arm. This is several orders of magnitude

below the theoretical tensile strength of pure water, •'4
and it implies that cavitation must be initiated by processes other than modest changes in pressure and the
random motion of water and gas molecules.

Numerous experiments have demonstrated that carl-

Gas phases in elastic media, such as foam rubber,
can be stabilized by the restoring forces of the sur-

rounding medium,•s but this mechanism is precluded in
water and in lean gelatin m/xtures •4'•' l? since the elasticity is negligible in comparison with the surface tension. Coulomb repulsion by surface ions of like charge
has also been suggested,•s but specific tests of the "ion
model" indicate that the cavitation strength of water is

tation thresholds can be significantly raised by degassing or by a preliminary application of static pressure. •' 6
These are specific tests for gas nuclei, and it is there-

independent of the conductivity k due to ions of dissolved
substances, even when the value of k is varied by more
than two orders of magnitude?

fore evident that the precocious onset of cavitation in
water and in aqueous media generally must be due
mainly to the presence of such nuclei, even though their
origins and the mechanisms stabilizing them are poorly
understood. Furthermore, solid particles or container

stabilized by an organic skin which mechanically prevents .the loss of gas by diffusion. As long as their

walls with smooth surfaces7 are not expected to be effective in initiating bubble formation at tensile, ultra-

sure.

sonic, or supersaturationpressu.
res less thanabout

ing pressure--that necessary to crumble the skin--below which previousIy applied static pressure wouId have

1000 arm. 6

Fox and Herzfeld •s have proposed that nuclei may be

skins remain impermeable and intact, such nuclei would
recover fulIy from any cyclical change in ambient presIt follows

that there

no effect on cavitation.

should

be a threshold

crush-

This prediction proved to be

Several models for stabilizing gas nuclei have been
proposed, but a brief review of the literature indicates
that none is firmly established. Harvey et al. s have
shown that cracks or fissures in solid surfaces can support gas phases, and this mechanism must be considered viable, whether or not crevices in particles or
motes are the main instigator of bubble formation in any

inconsistent with subsequentexperiments by StrasbergU, 2owhich showed that the oneset of ultrasonic ca-

particular

that bubble formation can be induced by counterdiffusion,
i.e., by switching from a slowly diffusing gas to a more
rapidly diffusing gas at constant total pressure. These
observations indicate that diffusion through the liquidgas interface is not inhibited in the absence of crushing
and that nuclear skins, if they exist, must be initially

case.

Evidence in favor of the crevice model

is provided by the observation of Greenspan and

Tschiegg9 that the acoustic cavitation threshold in water
can be raised from Iess than I arm to greater than 100
arm by passing samples through membrane filters of

0.2-t• pore diameter. Evidence to the contrary was obtained by Sirotyuk, lø who found that the removal of solid
particles from ordinary water increases the cavitation
strength by only a factor of about 1.3. In the Append/x,
we show that the crevice model, at least in.its present
1429
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vitalion in water increases smoothly with crushing

pressure, and Herzfel& • abandonedthe model as a resuit. In addition, Plesset7 has pointed out that nuclei
grow quite read fly by rectified diffusion in oscfllatfug

pressure fields, and Strauss and Kunkle•?have shown

permeable.

In this article we investigate a model in which stability
is maintained by surface-active
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permeability. Our interestin this modelis stimulated
by an examination,outlinedin Sec. I, of bubbleformation data from supersaturatedgelatin.t• The new re-

sults, like thoseof Strasbergt•'20andof Straussand
Kunkle•?are incompatiblewith the predictions of Fox
and Herzfeld '9 for gas-impermeable organic skins, but
they suggestthat skins of some type must be involved.
The discussion of the gelatin data in Sec. I also serves
to define the relevant experimental quantities and to

place the theoretical material of Sec. II in an experimental context.

In Sec. III it is shown that good agree-

ment with the gelatin data can, in fact, be obtainedwith
a suitable choice of skin model and model parameters.

to a fiducial volume of 0.4 ml per sample. The raw
data thus consist of bubble counts N and their respective

pressureschedules.The relevanceof thesedata to
aqueousmediagenerallyis suggested
by the observationTMthat 93%of the bubblesproducedwith a typical
schedule could be eliminated by centrifuging the water
before mixing it with gelatin crystals.

For these experiments, the supersaturationpressure
is given by

(1)

P• =Ps - Pi,

and the crushing pressure by

The nature and possible brigins of gas cavitation nuclei
are considered further in Sec. V, and the crevice mod-

(2)

Pcrush=P•--Po,

el s'"'ts is reviewed in the Appendix.

I. BUBBLE FORMATION IN SUPERSATURATED
GELATIN

A portionof the data collectedby YountandStraussTM
in supersaturated gelatin is shownin Fig. 1. Each gelatin sample, initially free of visible bubbles,is subjected
to a particular pressure schedule, causing macroscopic
bubbles to form. The samples are 4 mm deep, and
bubbles are counted in the lower 3 mm, corresponding

wherePo=1 arm(absolute)=
1.013x 10• dyn/cm
2is the
mixingpressure, p,• is the maximumpressure, p• is the
pressure at which the sample is saturatedprior to decompression,andp• is the final pressure. For these
tests, p• andp,, are set equal. A schematicpressure
schedule is included in the figure.

There are four data groups in Fig. 1 defined, respectively, by
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FIG. 1. Number of bubbles N per sample versus supersatura-
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tionpressurePs•
for datasetssatisfyingtherespectivefour

FIC-,2, Plotof Pss
versus•r.shfor variousnumbers
of bubbles

conditions:
P•-msh
=Pss'8.2, 14.3, 20.4aim. Goodagreement
summarized by Eqs. (20) and (21) in which nuclei are stabilized

N. The points for p•ru•h= 8.2 atto and 20.4 atto atN = 500 were
obtained by extrapolation, and the rest were found by interpolation of the data in Fig. 1. A sudden decrease in slope occurs

by skins of varying gas permeability. In the vicinity of Pcrus•

atPcrush
= i0* --i00*atwhichpointtheskinbecomes
impermeable

with nearly all of the data points is obtainedwith the model

dictions, presumably because the thickness of the nuclear skin

Subsequentincreases in ambient pressure are resisted by a
correspondingrise in the internal pressure, as well as by the

has not been taken

eleasticity of the skin itself.

=pss=20.4 atto, the datapointsfall well belowthe modelpre-

1430

into account.
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=P..,

(3a)

=8.2 arm,

(3b)

p•,u•=14.3 arm,

(3c)

p½,u,•
=20.4 arm.

(3d)

It is evident from the figure that the number of bubbles

dependsstrongly onPerurn,as well as on p,,. This is
important since crushing is a specific test for gas nuclei. It is also worth noting that ultrasonic cavitation
experiments ordinarily measure only bubble formation

At the end of the pressure schedule, there is a new

distribution
of nuclearradiig(r•) anda newradius
above which all nuclei in the sample will grow into '
macroscopic bubbles. The criterion for bubble forma-

tion is thus expressedin terms of r•"{,, and the object
of the calculationis to find•'•" in terms of •'•,, sethat
N(• TM)can be determined. The calculation is carried
out in steps, and for each change in ambient pressure
or in dissolved gas tension, one obtains an updated

valuefor •".

For simplicity, we drop the superscript

"min" in most of what follows, letting re, r•, •,, and

thresholds.That is, theydetermineacousticeavitation

representat pressuresPo, P•,, Ps, andp• the radius of

pressures along the one-dimensional line N ~ 1 but do
not explore the two-dimensional region N • 1, which is
accessible in gelatin.

that limiting nucleuswhich barely exceeds the threshold
for bubbleformation at

From the data in Fig. 1, combinationsof p, u and Pc,,•
can be found that give a fixed bubble number: N=I, N
=3, JV=10, etc. The results can then be replotted, as

B. The Love equation

in Fig. 2, to yield Psuversusp½,u•,
for the valuesof N

Following Fox and Herzfeld, '• we calculate changesin
nuclearradiusby applyingthe equationgivenby Love2•

selected.' One additional data point is shown in Fig. 2.

for an elastic shell.

This wa.qobtainedfrom samplesoriginally at atmospheric pressure that were evacuated to negative gauge

boundedby spherical concentric surfaces and that it is
held strained by a difference between the internal pres-

pressures until bubbleswere seen. The formation

sure p• and the sum of the external pressuresPo,t- For

threshold determined in this way,

small shell thicknesses 5, the result is

(Pc,o,•, Pun,N)=(0 arm, 0.8 arm, 1 bubble), (4)
lies alongthe axis Pcr•,h= 0 atto.
The data shown in Fig. 2 seem to trace out a family of

curves possibly originating at a single point along the

line Pun=P•

+Po. For any value of N, p•, increases

smoothly with iO•,•hß This is in qualitative agreement

with the ultrasonic cavitation findingsof Strasberg/" •o
and it further negates the gas-impermeable, organicskin model of Fox and Herzfeld. • =• On the other hand,
the curves in Fig. 2 are very simple and appear to be

linear for modestv•lues ofp•m•: This feature of the
data can be reproduced by skin models in which the
membrane is initially permeable.
II. SKIN MODELS WITH VARYING

PERMEABILITY

A. Basicconcept

To establish a relationship between the structure of

gas nuclei and the numberof bubblescountedin a series
of gelatin runs, we first assumethat each sample has
the same initial distributionof nuclear radiif(r o) and
that N, the numberof bubblesobserved, is given by the
number of nuclei larger than some minimum initial
"'•'. This ide• can be expressed by
radius r o

extinguishedby the pressure scheduleand that the
initial ordering according to size is preserved. That is,
than the nucleus '•b" at

pressure Po, then both nuclei are still pre•ent in the

sampleat pressurep•, andnucleus"a" is still smaller
This is referred

where for adiabatic processes, such as ultrasonic carlteflon, U is the ratio of the specific heats for the gas,
and for isothermal processes, such as the compressions and decompressionsof Yount and Strauss,'• U is
equal to one.

The parameter a' can be expressedin terms of
Young'smodulusE and Poisson'sconstanty,

a' =25E/3•0,•(1
- v).

(7)

For shallow samples, such as those used in the gelatin
experiments,'• the hydrostaticpressure can be neglected. The total pressure just outside the membrane is
the sum of the ambient gas pressure pm• and the liquidmembrane interface pressure, which we approximate by

2¾/r, where ¾ is the liquid-gas surface tension. In
makingthis approximation,we are, in effect, assuming
that the membraneis perfectly hydrophobic.
?'s This is
reasonable for an "insoluble monolayer" having the

generalproperties describedby Gaines?a The external
pressure is then given by

Pout
=Psm=
+2¾/r,

(Sa)

and the corresponding differential is

aPo.t
= ap•h- 2¾a•/r• ß

(Sb)
3

_4

andHerzfeld
mbythenumerical
factor(•)/(•)- •.
Also, FoxandHerzfeld
'• donotinclude
theterm2¾/r
in Eq. (Sa)or thecorresponding
term -2¾8•/rz in Eq.
(Sb).

Equation(6) cannowbe rewrittenas

2(r - •)(•r/r •) = opic-- ep..,,,

(9)

to as the "ordering

hypothesis."
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(6)

2

which contains the tacit assumptions that nuclei are not

than nucleus "b".

ar = (ap,•- aPo.•)r•/3•a'p,•,

Our result for a' is smaller than that calculated by Fox

= /(ro)ro,
if the nucleus "a" is smaller

It is assumed that the shell is
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r =-

- v)

(1Oa)

sample at the s•art of the process, and we have

•Pi•= 0 (for permeablevariationsin Pam•)'

= 3•]a'p•a/2

hasthesamedimensions
as 7, namely,force/lengthor

(12)

Equation(11) then takes the form

energy/area. We therefore refer to I • as the "skin
compression" and note that it is analogous to the "sur-

face pressure" II defined in standard texts. 23 Whereas
F is applicable to spherical gas nuclei, measurements
of II are ordinarily made on horizontal surfaces and

yield values less than or equal to the liquid-gas surface
tension of the underlying substrate. To stabilize gas
nuclei with permeable skins, it is usually necessary
that F be greater than or equal to ¾: We assume that
this is possible and attribute a greater compression
strength to the spherical geometry.

(forpermeable
variations
inp.•).

(13)

For changes in pa•b such that the nuclear skin is effectively impermeable, we evaluate D• by assuming that

the gasinsideis ideal. Theisothermalprocesses(• = 1)
of Yount and Strauss TMthen give

Pi. =r*r*a/ra ,

(14a)

ap•,= - (3?*r*3/r4)Or

(14b)

(for impermeablevariations in

Next we assume that the skin compression F has a

constant value ¾c for all calculations based on the Love

where the constants r* and r* are, respectively,

equation. This is suggested by the observation that E

gas tension and the nuclear radius at the beginning of

and y in Eq. (10a) are constantin macroscopicsystems

the impermeableprocess. Equation(11) becomes

obeying Hooke's law and that the skin thickness 5 would
be effectively constant if, for example, the elastic
properties of the membrane were determined by a single
active layer, possibly associated with an inactive
reservoir or bulk phase of surfactant molecules. We

discuss this assumptionin more deraft in the last article

of this section. Meanwhile,Eq. (9) canbe rewritten

2(yc - ¾)(or/r:)= 0p,=- 0p•.b,

(! !)

where ¾c is referred to as the "crumbling compression"
or as the "equilibrium spreading compression" depending upon whether the nucleus is contracting or expanding.

In applyingEq. (11), we are primarily interestedin
compressions and decompressions that are "rapid" or

"hydraulic" in the sense that negligible gas diffuses into
or out of the bulk sample while a change in ambient
pressure is taking place. At distances comparable with

the nuclear radius, however, there may be enoughtime

for diffusionequilibrium to be maintained. If there is,
the skin is considered to be "permeable," and if there
is not, the skin is considered to be "impermeable." In
other words, a skin is either permeable or impermeable
in our model, and gradations in permeability and the
possible dependenceof permeability on compression
rates,

etc. are not •ken

into account.

In actual nuclei, the effects of a rapid compression
are not fully developed until several minutes after the

'initial increasein ambientpressurehasoccurred.
t4
Thus, the radiusr* or ambient pressure p* which we use
to characterize the onset of impermeability in the model
are not rigorously linked to a definite time during the
actual compresmon.

Rather,

these parameters

serve

as a measure of the overall effects of a fully developed
compression. The nucleus acts as if it became imper-

meable at pa,,b=p* , and the quantity of gas inside the
nucleus is that which would be contained inside a cavity
of radius r* in diffusion equilibrium with the surrounding medium at the onset of irapermeability.

the

[2(¾c -•,) + (3r*r*•/r')](ar/r •) = ap•.b

(15)

(for impermeablevariationsin p•).
During saturation of the sample at p•.b=p,,

opm• is

zero. Meanwhile, the tension of ß of dissolved gas surrounding the nucleus is increasing from its initial value

ro=po to its saturation value r,=p,. Given the long
times involved, it seems likely that p• will equilibrate
with the surrounding gas tension and hence increase to

r•--p,.

This raises the question: What happens to the

nuclear radius as p•. increases from Po to p•, while
=p• is constant?

A trial calculationusingEq. (11) wi•h 0p•b= 0
suggests that the nucleus might be fully restored as the

sample becomes saturated at pa•b=p•, i.e., that r s=r o.
If this were the case, the effect of crushing would be
lost--in sharp disagreement with a number of experi-

ments,s.., •4 as well as with the 'data plotted in Fig. 1.
A more

direct

indication

that nuclear

radii

do not in-

crease at pa•b=ps is provided by special schedules having initial pressure spikes so that p,• >p,. The resulting

bubblecounts{see Table I of Ref. 14) dependonly upon
p•,,• and p** and not upon p• per se. We are compelled
to assume, therefore, that no change in radius takes

place at p, and that

r• =r,.

(16)

We discuss this assumption, as well as the related

assumptionr=¾c , in more detail in the final article of
this section.

Our criterion for bubble formation at the final pressure p• is the Laplace condition

p• -p• >•27/r• ,

(17a)

which contains no reference to the skin and is equivalent to setting 1' equal to zero. That is, bubble formation occurs in our model without stretching or tearing

effectively permeable, the internal pressure Pin

the skin. This is plausible if skins are permeable during decompression, since a gas shell could easily form
just outside the skin and continue to grow whenever

mains equal to the tension •' of dissolved gas in the

becomeslarger than•m•+ 2¾/r.

For variations in Pa•b such that the nuclear skin is

1432
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In contrast, the skins proposedby Fox and Herzfeld •
are impermeable as long as they remain intact. Such

skinsmightstretchandsupporta tensionbeforebreaking open,andthiswouldinhibitbubbleformationat
To account for this possibility, Fox and Herzfeld •9 define a "tearing strength" or tearing tension, which is
equivalent to setting F equal to -¾T- The corresponding
criterion

for bubble

formation

is

29•=[2•(• - •)/ro•] +[P..d•/•)],

(20)

for the ever-pcrmeable regionp•..,,,,=
p.• - •u • P* - 290,and

P• =[2•(•c- •)/•o•l +{[29.- Po(r*/"2•l(•&•)}

(•l)

for the permeable-impermeable-permeable
region29,,•,•.
=P•,-29o>29*-Po- An equivalentform of EQ. (21) is

P•s
(P*-Po)¾
(P,.-P*)Y
=2•(y½-¾)
+7c[
)] '
roYc + ¾c
1 + 0•/B

(22a)

where

• • •* (r*/r.),

C. Model equations

(22b)

The mathematical basis of the varying-permeability

modelis summarizedby Eqs. (13), (15), (16), and (17a).
In this article, we apply these equations to a gas nucleus embedded in a shallow test sampie that is subjected to the usual pressure schedule shown in Figs. I and
2. At the beginning of the schedule, the sample is in

diffusion equilibrium at p•m,,=po. We assume that the
skin stabilizing the nucleus is initially gas permeable
so that

•o=P•.b-Po,

(18)

where 7o is the initial value of the dissolved gas tension.

Next there is a rapid increase in ambient pressure,

and if the crushing pressure pcr,s•=pm-po exceedssome
critical level p* -29o, the skin becomes effectively im-

permeable. By integratingthe left-handside of Eq. (13)
from r o to r* and the right-hand side from Po to p*, we
obtain

2(• c - •)[(1/r*) - (1/to)]= 29*-po

(19a)

(for the permeablecompressionfrom 29• =290to
29•b=•*).
By integratingthe left-hand side of Eq. (15) from r* to
r•, and the right-hand side from 29' to 29•,,we find for
•-* =29o:

2(•o- r)[(1/r•)- (l/r*)] =29m-29*
+•o[1- (r*/r•P]
(19b)

(for the impermeablecompressionfrom 29am•--P*
to
Irapermeability may occur when the skin molecules
are so tightly packed that negligible gas diffuses be-

tween them during times of interest, e.g., 100 s for the
rapid compressions considered here.

Such a condition

would be relieved immediately by small reductions in
ambient pressure, and we therefore assume that all decompressions are permeable. Recalling that r, is equal

to r•, from Eq. 16, we integrate the left-hand side of

Eq. (13)fromr s to r• andthe right-handsidefrom29sto

D. Equilibrium considerations

In this article, we reexamine the assumptionsl•=yc
and r s=r,, from the points of view of thermodynamic mud
mechanical equilibrium. In the process, we obtain an
alternative derivation of the model equations and gain
further insight into the sense in which the varying-permeability model may be considered to approximate the
behavior

of actual

nuclei.

Previously we have calculated "large-scale"
changes
in nuclear radius--changes that occur through an increase

or decrease

of interfacial

surfac-

for a spherical shell One might expect, however, that
the transport of such molecules from one phase to
another would be governed by thermodynamic, rather
than purely mechanical considerations. In our case,
thermodynamic equilibrium can be specified by assuming that there are only two phases, the skin and the
reservoir, and by setting their electrochemical potentials equal.
The electrochemical

potential is given by

{•= p.+ kT In(p) +29u
+ Ze•b,

(23a)

where p is the purely chemical potential, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, p is the
molecular concentration or number density, p is the
static pressure, v is the volume occupied by one surfactant molecule, Ze is the effective charge of one surfactant molecule, and •bis the electrosb•tic potential.
In the reservoir

we have

1• = lzn+kTIn(Pn)+Pnv + (ZelP)n,

(23b)

and in the skin we have

• s= gs+kT In(Ps)+29s
v + (Zed2)s
,
where

we have assumed

(23c)

that v is the same

in the two

phases.
Next we assume

p•. The result is

in the number

tent molecules--by applyingthe equationgiven by Lov& •

that the reservoir

and skin are con-

centric spherical shells of negligible thickness, and

•.(r½- •)[(x/rp - (1/r.)] =• -•s

(19c)

hence of the same radius.

The reservoir

is outside

the

(for the permeabledecompressionfrom pa,•--29•to
P.=•=•).

nucleus in contact with the liquid, and the skin is inside

Equations(16), (17a)(withthe "equals"sign), (19a),
(19b), and (19c) canbe combinedto yield

it passively transmits the external pressure p• from
the liquid to the skin. The pressure of the reservoir is

1433
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P• =Pa•u+2¾/r,

(24a) p•,b=p, to p•=p/,

and the pressure in the skin is

Ps=P•n+2¾c/r.

(24b)

we h•ve

p,+2¾c/r
t - • =p•+27/rt ,
D/=2(•c- Y)/D- (P•- P,)'

(30a)
(SOb)

Insertingtheseexpressions
for PRandPs intoEqs. (23b) Requiringthat •t be equal to •, we obtain•e m'•el
expression [Eq. (19c)] for a rapid, permerle decomand(23c)andsetting• equ• W is, we ob•in
P• +27c/• - • =P• + 2•/r,

(25a)

• • [kT ln(pn/ps)+ (• - Ps)+ (Ze•)• - (ZeP)s]/V.
(25b)

Assumi• that • and Yc are consent for a given nucleus, we can dfffe•ntiate Eq. (25a) to obtain •e Love
equationin the form of Eq. (11). Conversely, 2 may be
as the consent of integration t•t

results from

solvingEq. (11). The consent of integrationis not zero
with respect to large-sere

changes in radius because

these are determ•
by thermody•mic,
•ther than by
mechanic• equilibrium. The criterion for bubble for-

mation[Eq. (17a)]canalso be ob•ined from Eq. (25a)
simply by deleting all references to the skin, i.e., by
setting •c and • equal to zero.

Initi•ly at p•, =P•=Po,

Eq. (25a) becomes

Po+2•c/ro - •o=Po+ 2y/to,
which

can be satisfied

=

if we set

to pam•=p*, we have

Do+ 2Yc/r* - •* =P* + 2y/r*,
c-

(27a)

- (p* -Po)-

ff we nowse• •* eq•l to •o, we obtain the model ex-

pression[Eq. (19a)]for • rapid, permeablecompression from pamb
=po to p•=p*.

•

the resetriot

•d

in the skin be in thermo-

dynmic equilibrium. The new derivation is consistent
with the earlier one in •e sense th• none of the orig•M •sumptions have been viol•ed •d the Love equa-

tion [Eq. (11)]canbe obt•ed at •y pressure
p*, p,, p,, •dpt by rewriting the correspondingequation for thermodyn•ic equilibrium in terms of
p•u •d by differentiati•.
A curious fe•ure of the thermodynmic point of view
is that •, as defined by Eq. (25b), would seem to be

dependentof r•ius, where• •o in Eq. (26b) uppers
to be a f•ctton of r o. If we now •sume •at •o is not
for a given nucleus but the sine

for •1 nuclei • p•b =Po, we obt•

const•t

the intri•g

diction that Yc will increde l•e•ly

pre-

with

"Small-sc•e"

(31)

ch•es

in r•ius

•e

those which

be brought •out merely by v•ying the spac•g be•een
a f•ed tot• nmber of exposed sk• molecules, i.e.,
be•een

a I•ed

nmber

of surfactor

molecules

in the

active layer. Such ch•ges are neglected in the c•culations, but they play • essential role in the model.

p•ticul•,
F is variable for sm•l-sc•e
ch•ges in
radius, •d this •rmits a st•le mech•ic•
equilibrium near the cMculated large-scMe radius with the
f•ed number of skin molecule• •propriate to •at radius.

Mter a rapid, impermeablecompressionfrom p •
=p* to p•=p•,

molecules

Yc=• + (•o/2)roß
(26b)

SimHarly, after a rapid, permeable compassion from

=

cs • nucle• r•ius, includingthe criterion [Eq. (17a)]
for bubbleformationat Pt, by requiri• that surfactor

only const•t

(26a)

-

P•=Po

to p•=pg.

It is by n• evident •at we c• derive all of the v•ying-perme•ility
model equations for l•ge-scMe chi-

where fi is given by

regaled

pressionfrom p•=p,

we •ve

The gener• expression lot mech•ic•

equilibrium is

pt•+2F/r =p•+ 2y/r,

J, =2(yc- y)/r•- [p• - Po(r*lr,P].
Sett•

(28b)

• equ• to •*, we find the model expression

[Eq. (19b)]for a rapid, •peme•le

compression
from

We nowrequire th• r• be equ• to r• in accord•ee
wi• Eq. (16) •d write •e •ermodynm[c equilibrium
followings•ur•ion • pm•=p• •

=2(rc-

.

where •1 of the pro•rties

(32a)
of the skin •d

the rese•oir

am n• incorporat• into the skin compression•. Equation (32a) • •rhaps obviousby [•pection, a•
be obtainedfrom Eq. (25a) by setti•

2•/r = 2yc/r- • .

(32b)

At the respectivepressuresP•=Po, P*, P•, P,, •d

(29)

Evidently,& is not equ• to & = g* =g•, •d we have

eh•ged theconst•t of •tegrationatp•=p• rather
th• the r•ius r•=r•. However,• is of the s•e form
as go, •d tn this sense the const•t of m•gratton h•

been"restored"or "updated"
at p•=p,

rather•

the r•ius.

Follow•g a rapffi, peme•le
1434
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A plausible criterion for bubble formation in the small-

scaleor mechanical-equilibrium
regimeisthatF! should
be less than or equal to zero. Equation (33e) then
DavidE. Yount: Ultrasonic
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FIG.

3.

havior

I'm' 1.6r

Small-scale

be-

of the skin com-

pression

F versus the

large-scale

radius r for

the hypothetical case ¾0

--1.8¾, r*=r0/2 , and
r a =rr•=r*/2. Whereas F
is treated

as a constant

in calculations

of the

large-scale radii. mechanical equilibrium is
maintained by allowing
small-scale

variations

F as shown

rs:rm
LARGE-

SCALE

r*

in

here.

rf

VALUES OF THE NUCLEAR

RADIUS

r

now be attempted.

gives

2(7c- 7)/r, >•27c/r•.

(34)

Substitutingthis result into Eq. (19c), we obtain the
usual Laplace condition for bubble formation given in

Eq. (17a). The small-scale behavior of r described

by Eqs. (aaa)-(aae) is illustrated sehematieallyin Fig. 3

In this analysis, we assumethat rot •c, andp* are
constantfor a given bubble number N, but we allow all
three to have different

values for d/fferent

N.

The air-

liquid surface tension has been measured in gelatin and

is given by x•

7 = (51 ñ 5) dyn/cm.

for the case: 7c=1.8 7, r*=ro/2, and
wherer! =2ø25wascalculated
from Eq. (34)ø

(35)

The radii r*, rs=r•,, andr! are calculatedfrom Eqso

We can summarize this section by noting that the varying-pormeability model, derived originally from the

(19a), (19b), and (19c), respectively, •uzdin that order.
The supersaturationpressure Ps•is then determined as

differential equationgiven by Love,22is compatiblewith

a functionof the crushingpressureP•r•,ausingEq. (20)
in the permeableregionp•,a-<P*-Po andEq. (21) or

thermodynamic equilibrium, which governs the transport of surfactant molecules between the reserviOr and
the skin, and mechanical equilibrium, which determines
the spacing between skin molecules whose total number
is fixed. For large-scale or thermodynamic changes in
radius• the skin compression 17.is eftectively constant
for a given nucleus, but its value is predicted by Eq.
(31) to increase linearly with the initial radius r o. For
small-scale or mechanical changes in radius• the skin

compressionv•ries within the range 0
sumhagthe value 0 at the onset of bubble formation.
III.

COMPARISON

WITH

In a plot of P,sversusPeruse,
suchas Fig. 2, .Eq.(20)

3Pss/aPcr•a•
=7/7c -<1. At the onsetof irapermeability,
the internal pressurel•lu beginsto rise, andthenucleus
This is

most easily seen in Eq. (22a), where irapermeability

reducesthe slopeby thefactor 1/[1 + (P/B)]. The interre, andthuswithincreasingbubblenumberN. Qualitatively, then• the model is in agreement with the data
in Figs. 1 and 2• and a quantitative comparison should
J. Acoust.Soc.Am., Vol. 65, No. 6, June 1979

for each value
The

results

of N.
of the model

calculations

are

indicated

by the solid lines in Fig. 1 and by the dashed lines in
Fig. 2. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the impermeability

threshold p*-po , which exceeds 8 arm in all cases and
increases with increasing N and hence with decreasing

roe The predictions are not very sensitive to this paand for simplicity we have required that val-

ues of p *-Po for different N lie on a smooth curve.

yields a ramfly of straight lines with variable slope

1435

three model parameters re, 7c, andp* has been found

rameter,

EXPERIMENT

becomes more resistent to further crushing.

Eqs. (22a- 22c) in the impermeable region p*- Po<Pcru•hThe process is repeated until an optimum set of the

In Fig. 4• combinations
of 7c/7 andr o axeplottedfor
each bubble number

N.

The values

of the initial

radius

shown in this figure are in the range

0.08 /• .<re-<0.59 /,.

(36)

The corresponding skin compressions satisfy the inequalitie.•

57 dyn/cm-<7c-<98 dyn/cm.

(37)

The data are in good agreement with the lineax relation
DavidE. Yount: Ultrasoniccavitationmechani•n
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7c/7 = 1.00+ 1.40ro,

(38)
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RADIUS OF GAS NUCLEUS IN MICRONS

FIG. 5. Integral distribuUons of nuclear radii for various

ambient pressures: 1.0. 9.2, 15.3, and21.4 arm (absolute).
For 1.0 arm (absolute) (%), the horizontal scale has been contracted by 1/5 to permit all of the distributions to be shown
clearly on the same graph. Within the errors suggestedby the
scatter of the experimental points, all distributions are exponential except that at the variable pressure p *.

where r o is expressedin microns. Equation(38) can be
rewritten

as

¾c= Y+ 1.407to,

(39a)

whxchbecomes identical to Eq. (31) if we set

•a=2.807//•

(39b)

-• 143dyn/cm-tz.

(39c)

The initial radial distributionN(r• TM)
derived from
scale contractedby • to permit the radial distributions
atp•=po=!
arm absoluteand atP•b=P•=9.2 , 15.3,
and 21.4 arm (absolute)to be shownclearly on the same
of the initial

N(r•'") =1200exp(-r•o
'"/0,088•)

(40)

nuclei or bubbles per 0.4-ml sample.

The distributionsfor pmb=p•=9.2, 15.3, and21.4 arm
absolute are obtained by applying the relevant model

equations to Eq. (40), rather than to the individual
points. By smoothing the data in this way, we can see
more clearly the effect of each pressure

the surface tension 7.24-• Within the plotting accuracy,
the original exponentialform is preserve.d, and only
the slope and intercept at zero radius are affected. The

radialdistribution
at p,•=p* appearsto havenospecial significance
•nd differsfrom the curvesfor Pm•
=9.2, 15.3, •md 21.4 arm (absolute)only becausep* is

this analysis is plotted in Fig. 5 with the horizontal

graph. A good empirical parameterization
distribution is given by

percent in typical surfactants subjected to compressions
for which the "surface pressure" I1 is in the vicinity of

change. Evi-

not a constant.

IV.

DISCUSSION

Having demonstratedthat the varying-permeability
model provides an excellent parameterization of a rather extensive and comprehensive data sample, we now

attempt to extract from the equationsas much additional
information as we can eoncermng t•e possible origins

and nature of gas cavitation nuclei. An important question, which we shall address first, is whether or not

there are substancesin nature with the general properties that we have a•tributed to our skin molecules.

In Chap. 4 of his book on insoluble monolayers,

dently, the variations in radius are truly "large-scale"

Gainesz• notesthat in certain cases, surface-active

in this

molecules originally present in a bulk phase, such as
a droplet, will spontaneouslyleave the bulk phase and

model

and often

exceed

a factor

of ten.

Small-

scale changes, for which by definition the number of
skin molecules is fixed, are limited to a few tens of
1436
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le monolayer. Assuming there is enough material,
spreading will occur until the "surface pressure" !'[ has
risen to the "equilibrium spreading pressure," which
Gaines denotes by ESP. For some materials, especially those whose bulk phase is a liquid of fairly low viscosity under the experimental conditions, collapse of a
monolayer occurs at the ESP, and the film cannot be
compressed above this pressure. This is precisely our
assumption that F has the same value whether the sur-

factant-liquid interface is contracting or expanding,
i.e., whether the sample containing the nucleus is subjected to a compression or a decompression.
On a molecular level, constant F implies a constant
energy per exposed skin molecule, just as constant 7
implies a constant energy per surface water molecule.

This is at the heart of the large-scale, thermodynamic
approximation in which the forces between surfactant
molecules are assumed to be attractive, short-range,
and essentially constant, and in which the work done in
changing the spacing between a fixed number of skin
molecules is neglected.
The rate at which a monolayer spreads across a liquid-gas interface is, for our purposes, practically
instantaneous. For example, oleic acid has been observed to spread radially from a bulk phase at a rate

of 10 cm/s.za'z7The time that wouldbe required to surround a nucleus of radius r ~ 1 • is of the order 10-7 s.
ESP magnitudes appear also to be quite promising. For
example, oleyl alcohol at room temperature has an

ESP of 30 dyn/cm and satisfies the conditionthat the
collapse pressure is equal to the ESP?a'z8 It is highly
plausible that there are substances with an equilibrium
spreading compression 7c that is larger than the sur-

face tensionof water (about72 dyn/cm)whenthe surfactant molecules are arranged on a spherical surface.

breaking down can best be appreciated by noting that for

Ps•=Pa-• > 14 atm, the bubblecountsactually decrease
with increasing pressure. (The ratio of the bubble count
at 20.4 atto to that at 14.3 atm is 0.790 +0.017. TM) This

is logically inconsistentwith Eq. (5) sincer•ol•decreases with increasingp• =p•,
and the number of nuclei
above r•oTMshouldtherefore increase monotonically.
The nuclei in questionhave radii r2•<• 0.07 /z andr•

=r•<• 50J,. Thelatteris comparable
withthethicknessesof typicalmonolayers,
whichrangefrom5to50.•.
(See Ref. 23, p. 112.) It is plausible, therefore, that
the model breaks down at highp• andp•a becausethe
assumptions that 5 <<r •
guished are violated.

and that nuclei •re not extin-

If this interpretation

is correct,

then the length of a typical skin molecule in situ satisfies

the restriction

5<•50 •,

(41)

and nuclei are destroyed or become otherwise inaccessible when r- •. Since a breakdown is expected at this

level, its observation is evidence: (1) that the level is
actually reached, (2) that large-scale decreases in radius actuaily occur during compression, and (3) that
large-scale increases in radius occur during decompression.

The exponential in Eq. (40) resembles the Boltzmann
distribution

N =Noexp(-e/kT),

(42)

where E is an energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, and

T i• the absolutetemperature. In an attempt to find a
correspondence,we solve Eq. (38) for r o and substitute
into Eq. (40) to obtain

N =1200exp[-(7c- 7)S/kT}
nuclei or bubbles per sample, (43)

Gaines points out that in order for spontaneousspread-

ing to occur, it must lead to a reduction of the free
energy of the system. The implication for our model

v•here

is that the surfactant molecules are more tightly bound

$ =-•T/(1.40 x 0.0887)

to the skin than they are to the bulk phase. An e.quiva-

is the unknown unit of surface

lent statement in our notation is that • defined by Eq.

(2õb) shouldbe greater than zero. Metastabte states
are also quite common among monolayers, indicating
the presence of potential barriers that can inhibit molecules from being transported freely from one phase
to another. These observations suggest that our distinction between large-scale thermodynamic equilibrium, which determines the number of surfactant mo-

lecules at the interface, and small-scale mechanical

equilibrium, which determines their spacing, is valid.
The existence of roetastable

states would also account

for the inference that nuclei do not expand when the

sample is being saturated at pmb=ps or, more general-

ly, whenPl• is less than or equaltopm b. These are
all cases in which mechanical equilibrium can be maintained in the vicinity of a fixed large-scale radius r by
allowing the skin compression to assume a small-scale,
roetastable value in the range 7 •<F •<¾c-

(44a)
area to which the corres-

pondence
mayapply.For 2' •294øKand7 • 51dyn/½m,
we have

S = 65 .•2.

(44b)

It shouldbe emphasizedthat Eq. (44b) is an experimental number calculated from the absolute tempera-

ture T• the surface tension7, the slope in Fig. 4
(which is essentially the thermodynamicequilibrium parameter •), andthe slopein Fig. 5. ,4 •/o•/ there is
nothin• in the model that determines the value of any of
these quantities. Yet the result is typical of the area
per molecule occupiedby known surfactants. For example,zswhen a monolayer of a certain phosphoglyceride is maximally compressed, each molecule occupies

an area of about75 •z. Gaines• (p. 186) suggestsan
area near 20 • per moleculefor fatty acidsand36-45
•z for sterols. He also plots• (p. 25•) dataofvanDeencn et al.z9whichauõg½•ta rangeof 35-60 •a for typical
synthetic phospholipids. Furthermore, the related quan-

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the varying-permeability
model works well everywhere except at the highest val-

tity, 8=kT/7=8 •z, is aboutthe surfacearea thatwould

ues of p•

be filled by one water molecule. Thus we associate S

1437

andp=. The fact that the modelitself is
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wi•h the interfacial area taken up by one skin molecule.
The net energy stored in the area S when the skin is
compressed from its initial small-scale equilibrium

value ¾ to its maximum or large-scale value Yc can be
calculated from Eqs. (35), (37), and (44b):

0.024 eV •<(Yc- ¾)S•<0.19 eV.

(45)

The product of 2o times the volume v per skin molecule
satisfies the inequality

Jov= rioS5
<•0ø003eVo

(46)

This may be a measure primarily

of the difference in

chemical potential gR- Us betweenthe reservoir and the
skin phases.
•The Boltzman

factor

is associated

here with individual

skin molecules, rather th•n with the aggregate. This
suggests that nuclei originate from collapsing bubbles
that have accumulated

on their

surfaces

a store

of ma-

terials of greater or lesser surface activity. The process of collapse is selective, and weakly bound mole-

cules are sloughedoff. At a certain radius •0, the surface residue successfully resists the collapse by opposing it with a skin compression F that is greater than or
equal to the surface tension y. If, on the contrary,
nuclei began with a few molecules and grew by a process of random accretion, then the probability of finding
nuclei with a particular radius would depend upon the
total

number

of skin molecules

involved.

sion. Albanota has investigated a variety of crevice geometries and liquid-gas interfaces ("calotte") in supersaturated water, blood, and aninml tissue. However,
Albano did not distinguish between advancing and reced-

ing contactangles and thus concluded(incorrectly) that
gas phases in simple cones, such as those considered

by Harvey et al., • by Strasberg, t' and by Apfel, '2 "would
dissolve immediately with increase in pressure."

Nor

did Albano derive any equations relating supersaturation
pressure to previously applied static pressure. Apfel's
calculationstz were carried out for ultrasonic cavitation,
and he states, "Furthermore, our model does not
attempt to deal with the saturation or supersaturation

problem, because in this case, a bubble may extend in
some ill-defined way from the crevice."

We are left with Strasberg's equationn

P•=P•+A•P•-A,p• ,

(At)

whereA t andAx satisfythe inequalities(At + 1)>A•>A,
> 1, and where p• = 0 is the acoustic pressure amplitude.

For p• =Po(P•,=P,•),

we find

Pss=Po[(A
t + 1) -A .,]/Ae+P•,,,,•,
(At/A •) ,

(A2)

which becomesidentical to our Eq. (20) for the everpermeable

region if we put

A ,/A • =¾/Yc< 1,

Po[(A+ 1)

(A3a)

=

c-

O.

(ASh)

This confirmsStrasberg'sobservation
(at least for Pt
=Po)that the crevice modelis qualitativelyindistin-
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APPENDIX:

0.70<•Az<•0.77.
(A5b)
In other words, Eq. (A2) will give a gooddescription
THE CREVICE

of the gelatin data for p•h=p•

MODEL

in the permeable re-

gion, andthe inequalities(At+ 1) >A2>A t will be satisStrasbergn has noted that the theoretical predictions

fied. However, the data are incompatible with the in-

are qualitatively similar for "air trapped in cracks in
the surface of suspended solids, and air bubbles surrounded by rigid permeable skins of organic impurities." He further s•ates, in reference to his own work

equalities A2 >1 andA, >1. Furthermore, the crevice

on ultrasonic cavitation in tap water, "It seems impossible to distinguishbetween the two types of nuclei by
measurements of the type conducted in the present experiment."

We shall now demonstrate

that the two mod-

els can be distinguished quantitatively and that the
crevice model, at least in its present state of development? n-,a is inconsistent with the data on bubble formation in supersaturated gelatin. TM
In proposing the crevice model, Harvey et al? emphasized the notion of a critical

radius for bubble for-

marionin supersaturatedmedia, essentiallyr! in our
Eq. (17a), but theydid not calculatethe changesin
radius that occur during compression and decomprest438
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model provides no explanation for the change in slope

•p•/Op•,•, at P•,•h=P*--POin Fig. 2 or the decrease
in bubble count for P•a, 2 14 atto in Fig. 1.
Strasberg tt found an increase in cavitation threshold
from about 0.5 arm to about 1.5 atto for samples of tap
water that had "aged" for 2 days. Strasberg states that
the most reasonable explanation for this phenomenon is

the slow rise of gas nuclei because of their buoyancy,
and he calculates that spherical nuclei with radii larger
than about 1 g would be lost. Since compression and
decompression amplitudes are equal for acoustic cavi-

tation and since F, defined by Eq. (10a), is independent
of the ratio of specific heats •/, the varying-permeability
model can be compared with Strasberg's data simply by
putting p•,, =ps,=p•. Our own results in Fig. 2 indicate
that points satisfying the first equality lie entirely withDavidE. Yount: Ultrasoniccavitationmechanism

143•

in the ever-permeableregion. SettingPcr,•a=P• = 1.5
armandy =72 dyn/cmfor water, we obtainfrom Eq. 20

•D. C. PeaseandL. R. Blinks, J. Phys.Col. Chem.51, 556567 (1947).

to= 0.95 •, in excellentagreementwith Strasberg'sre-

?M.S. Piesset,ASMEFluidsEngineering
andAppliedMechan-

suit. It seems unlikely that gas nuclei embeddedin a
r•ndom assortment of soIid particles would either float

SD.E. YountandT. D. Kunkle,J. Appl.Phys.46, 4484-4486

to the.surfaceor sink to the bottomof a standingliquid

• M. Greenspan
andC. E. Tschiegg,J. Res.Nat. Bur.Stand.

in sucha systematicandpredictableway.
Greenspan and Tschieggg observed that the acoustic
cavitation

•n

threshold

in water

could be raised from less

1 arm to greater than 100 arm by passing samples

through membrane filters of 0.2-• pore diameter. This
could be interpreted as evidence for the crevice model.

Clearly such a filter would also eliminate spherical gas
phaseswith outer physical radii larger than about 0.1 p.

The acousticamplitudeneededto reach to=0.1 • is
about 10 arm in gelatin, but it exceeds 14 arm in water
because the surface tension is higher. Given the uncertainties in this comparison, it is plausible that any
spherical gas nuclei in water which pass through a filter
of 0.2-/• pore diameter would be driven into the "model
breakdown region" during compression and would become inaccessible to further study by the acoustic
method.
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